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A wide-based perimeter frame also forms 
a foundation for the ladder-frame back
bone that continues to the rear of the car, 
making the whole extremely rigid and 
creating the attachment points for the C4 
suspension and third member. 

covetous. What to do? 
Valuable numbers matching cars 

should get bolt-on modifications or 
simply left alone entirely. No, you 
glom a vintage piece that isn't partic
ularly special (six-cylinder or small V-
8} to capture the coveted classic sil
houette and then go to town on the 
underside without maiming some
thing valuable or having to worry 
about terrorist threats over the 
Internet. 

In the selective, highly competitive 
and necessarily expensive realm of 
ground-up car building, Time 
Machines, Inc. (Hudson, FL} shines 
with a philosophy and style all its 
own. TMI made its mark by adapting 
C4 and C5 Corvette chassis (as well 
Viper), components, and drivetrains 
to vintage metal. The idea of incorpo
rating powerful yet unmodified facto
ry engines and retaining all the sur
rounding components ensures a 
smooth-driving piece endowed with 
phenomenal handling that, if need 
be, can be remedied at most any 
dealership. 
In other words, Time Machines' cre
ation marries modern technology with 
classic styling in what they call a 
New Age ride . 

You begin by fusing the body with 
a custom-built chassis to combine 
the two entities into one. Then you 
hang Corvette independent suspen
sion at both ends of the car to make 
the ride as supple as possible and 

l 

To lend the Camaro a nearly 50/50 weight 
bias (the optimum for good handling 
characteristics) and position the engine 
neatly behind the steering rack, TMI built 
a firewall that would accept a 4-inch 
engine set-back. 

TMI removed the rear seat and created a 
waterfall that flows all the way to the 
dashboard. The purpose was two-fold: 
hide the audio equipment and create the 
notion of a two.-seat roadster. 

Nestled into its new home, the set-back 
motor is framed by the C4 control arms 
and 2x3 frame rails. The LT1 engine wears 
Street & Performance pulleys and brack
ets. The Jet-Hot-coated Sanderson head
ers channel into 2-inch pipes and 
Flowmaster "silencers." 

ensure maximum grip on uneven 
road surfaces. You then incorporate 
the Corvette's rack-and-pinion steer
ing assembly and hook big Baer 
brakes to the ends of the axles along 
with wide wheels and high-friction 
tires. Once the engine and six-speed 
transmission gain purchase, the rigid
ity and torsional stiffness of the mod
ern chassis make that once-wiggly 
slop-bucket ragtop feel like it's a 
Corvette whenever and wherever you 
put the stick to it. 

End user Richard Carlson was 
more interested in a solid, of-a-piece 
feel, sterling handling, and new-car 
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One important factor in the handling matter 
is graphically depicted here. TMI tabbed a 
ladder frame and tucked the C4 suspen
sion neatly between the Camaro's fenders. 

To lend a bit more of a specter to the 
hearse-dark body, Time Machines, Inc., 
opted for brightly lit 18-inch Billet 
Specialties SLX01 wheels and squatty
profile Michelin Pilots. 

Note the the neatly arranged dashboard, 
finely crafted console, and Billet 
Specialties tiller. 

reliability than in a road-rage 
machine that could pulverize a 
straight line, so the donor's LT1 was 
left more or less as God and the 
gurus in Warren intended. Though its 
output is modest, it gains a good 
deal of flexibility from the gearing of 
the transmission and its paring with 
the 3.73:1 axle ratio planted in the 
Dana 44 differential. 

As anyone who's weathered a 
Florida summer knows, refrigerated 
air is mandatory. Picture yourself with 
the convertible top down with the 
heat index hovering at 97. Yeah, and 
if that don't kill ya, the humidity will. 
TM! had no choice but to attach a 
modern Hot Rod Air system. They 
upped the comfort and convenience 
quotient with Electric-Life power win
dow lifts and had Audio-Visual 
Specialties blow in a high-amp Alpine 
audio system. 

To accentuate the two-seater 
theme and keep the stereo equip
ment out of sight, TMI removed the 
rear seats, upholstered the two that 
were left with Ultra Leather, stitched 
up a matching canvas top, and 
hooked it to a custom hydraulic 
system. Is Carlson happy with his 

New Age ride? That's affirmative. 
Sez he: "This car was built to be 
driven and it drives like no other '69 
Camaro." CHP 
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